Abstract-This paper proposes a web-based system that automatically scores programming assignments for students. The system receives a Java application program submitted by a student and returns the test result immediately. The test consists of compiler check, JUnit test, and result test. The result test is very useful for students in elementary programming courses, because a typical program is composed of only a main method that reads/writes data from/to the standard input/output devices. The system is used experimentally in an actual course of our university. We confirmed that the accuracy of scoring is very high and the response time of the system is satisfactory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many students learn a programming language at introductory classes of universities. In such a class, students are imposed programming assignments by the lecturer to improve their skills. The lecturer usually checks the student programs manually and returns feedbacks to the students. It becomes a heavy burden for the lecturer if there are many students in the class. The lecturer may also make mistakes in the process. On the other hand, each student in the class cannot know if his/her program is correct or not until the feedback is returned. Some of the students may even forget the detail of his/her program. This reduces the efficiency of improvement of programming skills for many students.
In this paper, we propose a web-based scoring system, which accepts submissions of programming assignments, tests automatically the submitted programs, and returns feedbacks to the students immediately. The system is targeted at Java language of an introductory level. A typical program at this level is composed of a single class with only a main method, which reads data from the standard input and writes results to the standard output. Traditional unit test methods such as JUnit cannot test such a program because there is no method that takes arguments and returns values. To solve the problem, our system uses the Regular expression and Reflection APIs of Java.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work. Section III defines the target and goal of the research. Section IV proposes our method. Section V gives the implementation of our method in detail. Section VI describes the evaluation results in our actual class. Section Christoph et al. [1] presented an approach to the automatic revision of homework assignments in programming language courses, particularly exercises in Prolog and Scheme. They provided an abstract frame in the AT(x) (analyze-and-test for a language x) system, which analyzes programs written by a student, and sends comments back to the student via Web Assign [2] . J. L. F. Alemá n [3] presented an experience using automatic assessment in a programming tools course. He extended the traditional use of an online judging system with a series of assignments related to programming tools. His research suggested that automated assessment systems promoted the students interest and produced statistically significant differences in the scores between experimental and control groups. Singh et al. [4] proposed a method for automatically providing feedback for introductory Python programming problems. Their system derives minimal corrections to student's incorrect solutions based on a reference implementation of the assignment and an error model that students might make. Jinrong et al. [5] designed and implemented the semantic matching based automatic scoring system for C programming language. Their system standardizes student programs and template programs, and then calculates their semantic similarity, so as to score student programs. By their system, instructors were freed from boring and tedious marking work, and scores of the students became more fair and reasonable. Shamsi and Elnagar [6] presented a grading system for Java introductory programming courses. Their system grades submissions both dynamically based on the JUnit framework and statically based on the graph representation of the program. The target of their system is similar to our system, but it is rather complex.
We adopted a simpler approach based on the comparison of output text of a reference program and student programs. This is because our target programs are very simple and it is important to indicate an error as quickly as possible rather than analyzing the cause of the error in detail.
III. PREREQUISITE

A. The Target of This Research
We have developed our method for an introductory Java language course of Tokyo Denki University. Approximately 150 students learn Java in the course for 4 months and most of the students have less than one year experience of programming. Therefore, homework assigned to the students is writing a simple Java application that input data from the keyboard and display results of computation on the screen. Table I shows examples of homework actually assigned in 2014. 2 Write a main method that reads 3 positive integers and prints the GCD and LCM numbers.
3 Write a method that receives 2 arrays of integer as its arguments and returns common elements in a new array.
4
Write a class that represents the duration of time with specified fields, constructors and methods.
5
Write a tiny application of a single-player poker-game using a given Card class.
6
Write a very simple priority queue class extending a given Queue class.
B. The Requirements to Our System
In order to test such student programs as shown in Table I , our scoring system should support the following features:  Console based test, which compares output data of a student program and the reference program for several test cases.  Function based test, which calls constructors and methods in a target class, and checks if the returned values of the methods satisfy assertion statements.  Source code based test, which checks if the code is syntactically and grammatically correct, and if specified classes or methods are properly used in the code.  Uploading student programs, compiling them with necessary external classes, and displaying the results on the screen in real time.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In order to satisfy the above-mentioned requirements, our system tests student programs by the following way shown in Fig. 1 .
A. Compiler Check
If there are syntactical or grammatical errors in the source code, it is not possible to test the program accurately. Therefore, our system tries to compile a student program first of all. If the compilation fails by any reasons, the error messages of the compiler are displayed to the student after stopping scoring process.
B. JUnit Test
If the assignment demands to write a class or a method except for a main, JUnit test is used. JUnit is a framework to write repeatable test methods, each of which contains assertions for testing expected results. It is ordinary used to test public classes and methods, but it also can be used for private classes and methods with the reflection API. Our system executes test methods provided by the instructor.
C. Result Test
Every program written for assignments is expected to input data from the keyboard and to display the result on the screen. It is usually done by a main method written by a student or given by the instructor. We can conduct a test by comparing the results of a student program and the reference program provided by the instructor. Our system uses the redirection to supply the input data and to obtain the result, and then compares the results by means the regular expression API. 
V. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
A. Platform and Framework
We constructed our system on a web site so that students can submit their programs anywhere and get feedback immediately. Our system uses JSP and Java Servlet on Apache Tomcat, which is a servlet container developed by the Apache Software Foundation. In addition, the system uses Struts 2, which is an MVC (Model-View-Controller) framework, developed by the Apache Software Foundation also. Moreover, the system uses MySQL in order to store information of students and assignments.
B. System Organization
The structure of our system is shown in Fig. 2 . By using Struts 2, the system is composed of three components; "Model" stores and manages data by MySQL, "View" creates a Web page by JSP, and "Controller" receives and tests a student program, and records the result. The following subsections will explain the process of the system.
C. Uploading Files
Students submit their assignments by uploading their java source files. The submission page is shown in Fig. 3 .
Struts 2 treats the multi-byte data sent from HTML forms in Action class. By using the same name that is specified in the A list of assignments is displayed with the latest timestamp if it was already submitted. The student chooses an assignment to submit from the list, and uploads his/her source file by clicking the upload button. The student may resubmit his/her files any number of times until the deadline of the assignment. The evaluate button next to the upload button is used to show the test result of the submitted program. The confirmation page displayed by clicking the upload button is shown in Fig. 4 . This page shows the source code in the submitted file so that the student can confirm if the right file has been submitted. The evaluate button displayed on the upper right of the page has the same functionality of that in the submission page.
D. Testing Programs
The Java files uploaded by students are tested by the series of procedure shown previously in Fig. 1 . The directory hierarchy for carrying out the compiler check, JUnit test, and result test is shown in Fig. 5 . Although not described in Fig. 5 , the structures inside the "results" and "java" directories are the same as that of "classes" directory. By storing files into separate directories for every assignment and student, the system can test each student file independently without interference of another assignment or student.
1) Compiler check
First, a Java source file uploaded by a student is stored in the "java" directory. Then, the source file is compiled by the Java Compiler API and the class file is saved in the "classes" directory. In the case when the assignment requires external classes that are not contained in the uploaded file, the instructor stores required class files in the "check" directory in advance. If an error occurs while the compiling process, the system saves the diagnostic information on the error at "results" directory.
2) JUnit test
For an assignment that needs writing a new class or method, the system conducts JUnit tests by using the Java Reflection API. The Reflection API treats a class or method dynamically including private resources. The target class is dynamically loaded by the Class Loader and judged whether the program is written according to the specification of the assignment. Therefore, a broad testing can be attained to improve the accuracy of the test results.
If an error is found at this process, the system records the error information, but it goes to the next step.
3) Result test
At the end of testing process, our system executes the compiled class files giving test data, and saves the result as a text file in the "results" directory. It folks a sub-process and executes a program by calling command prompt. In the command prompt, as described previously, the system uses redirection from the console input to text files prepared in advance.
If no error occurs, the system executes the reference program in the same way, and compares the results with the saved results of the student program. Basically, if the two results are equivalent, the student program will be scored as a correct answer. There may be a student who writes a program that displays always the same results without any computation with the input data. Therefore, our system uses two or more input data not to be cheated by such programs. If the assignment demands to use random numbers for the computation, the system checks only the data format.
E. Displaying Results
As the result of the above procedures, the system displays a result page as shown in Fig. 6 . In this example, since the program is composed of only one main method, the system omits the JUnit test. If there were an error the detail of compiler error would be displayed. Since the compiler check is passed, the executed result is displayed on the bottom with the executed result of the reference program is displayed. Thus, the student gets useful information for correction if his/her program failed one of the tests.
VI. EVALUATION
A. Preliminary Experiment
We evaluated our system in a batch mode to find errors and improve the accuracy of scoring student programs. To run the evaluation, we used archived real student programs that are submitted for assignments used in the courses of 2010 and 2013.
First, we confirmed that the Java Compiler API woks similarly to javac command in the command prompt. Next, we checked the character encoding of source files, because student programs are required to output Japanese characters. Both Shift-JIS and UTF-8 are common encoding for Japanese characters. In order to avoid unnecessary troubles, we forced students to use only Shift-JIS.
One of the most serious troubles found by the evaluation was in the result test phase. As mentioned before, the regular expressions are used to compare the result text of student programs and the reference program. When the text straddles over multiple lines, the matching may fail. In addition, when the text includes a floating point number, the decimal fraction may differ. We improved the regular expressions to extinguish such errors.
B. Live Experiment 1) Accuracy evaluation
We finally introduced our system to the actual course in 2014 and imposed 6 assignments shown in Table I . Table II shows the accuracy of scoring results of the system. As shown in this table, the overall accuracy is very satisfactory.
2) Performance evaluation
We measured the response time of our system. The response time is defined as elapsed time from receiving a request on the server to sending out the scoring results to the browser. As the nature of Tomcat, when the servlet is accessed at first time, it takes more time to generate an instance. Therefore, we measured the first and second requests for a total of 60 times in all the assignments.
As a result, the average time of response for every assignment was 0.99 seconds for the first time access, and 0.6 seconds for the second time access. This demonstrates that the system works effectively enough for returning a feedback to a student immediately. We performed a questionnaire survey about the system at the end of the course. Students evaluated the following items in five ranks (5: Highest, 1: Lowest); 1) Accuracy of scoring, 2) Understandability of the result, 3) Usability of the system, 4) Usefulness for programming assignments. The questionnaire list is shown in table III. Fig. 7 shows the result. Students totally gave good evaluation results. Especially, the average rank of the usefulness was 4.4.
3) Questionnaire survey
Moreover, several students said "Resubmission was helpful," "I could find mistakes that I could not find by myself," "I could check the behavior of my program anytime anywhere." We can conclude that our system is very effective for learning a programming language.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a web-based automatic scoring system for Java programming assignments. The system tests student programs in three phases: compiler check, Junit test, and result test. For testing private classes and methods typically found in the elementary course, the Java Reflect API is used in the JUnit test. Moreover, to compare the output text of student programs and the reference program, the regular expressions are used in the result test. The system was introduced to the actual programming course in 2014, and showed very good accuracy and performance. Both of the instructor and students have enjoyed teaching and learning Java by the system. Current version of the system requires the instructor to write comparator programs using the regular expressions in Java for the result test phase. We are planning to develop an automatic comparator generator to further reduce the burden of the instructor. Error messages of the compiler are not easily understandable for novice students. Transforming these messages into natural Japanese language is required. Finding plagiarisms is another important issue [7] , [8] . Integration with a plagiarism finder is future work.
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